Women From Ethnic Communities
More diversity is needed for
effective governance

Women from ethnic communities include
women who identify as African, Asian,
Continental European, Latin American or
Middle-Eastern. About one-fifth of the
female labourforce are women from an
ethnic community.
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Gender Pay Gap
In 2021, New Zealand’s national
gender pay gap was 9.1%.
For Asian women, gender and
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• Women from ethnic communities face
multiple layers of discrimination, including
racism
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• Recognition of overseas qualifications and
labour market experience
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pathways to employment, and
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understanding of their rights as employees
• Limited knowledge of government services
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community networks
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Asian women in business
Over 13,000 Asian women own and work in
business. At a conservative estimate, in 2017,
female Asian-owned businesses generated at
least $1.29 billion of domestic sales in these
top three industries:
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over $1 million each, and another
290 businesses generated over
$100,000.
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1,080 retail businesses generated
sales over $1 million each, and
another 280 businesses generated
over $100,000.
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